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Abstract
We build a comprehensive database of father-son pairs in academia, measure their publications,
and develop a general method to disentangle two determinants of occupational persistence:
nepotism vs. inherited human capital. This requires jointly addressing measurement error
in human capital and selection from nepotism. Exploiting multi-generation correlations and
parent-child distributional differences, we identify the structural parameters of a Markov process of intergenerational transmission with nepotism. The human capital elasticity is lower
than in standard multi-generation estimates ignoring nepotism. Nepotism was lower in science vs. law, in Protestant institutions, and declined during the Scientific Revolution and the
Enlightenment—testifying to the rise of meritocracy.
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Introduction

Universities and scientific academies were essential for the Commercial Revolution (Cantoni and
Yuchtman 2014), the Scientific Revolution (Applebaum 2003), and the Enlightenment (Mokyr
2009). Yet, these institutions are often criticised for remaining attached to old paradigms, selling
diplomas, and accepting the appointment of relatives.1 Between 1088 and 1800, an average university had 11 families of scholars; one in twenty scholars worked in the same university or academy
as his father; and sons tended to publish less than their peers—the library holdings of the average
son are 85% those of the average outsider.2 This may indicate that children benefited from their
parents’ social connections to get jobs ahead of better-qualified candidates (henceforth, nepotism).
That said, family dynasties are common in high-talent occupations, which can be optimal if talent is scarce and children’s human capital depends on parental investments and inherited knowledge and skills (henceforth, inherited human capital). Disentangling inherited human capital from
nepotism is important as their economic implications are fundamentally different: while inherited
human capital can increase productivity, nepotism leads to a misallocation of talent. Such misallocation is specially harmful in high-talent markets (Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1991; Hsieh et al.
2019), affecting the production of upper-tail human capital, technological progress, and economic
growth (Mokyr 2002).
Disentangling inherited human capital from nepotism, however, is challenging. Inherited human capital endowments are hard to measure, as they are only transformed into observed outcomes
(e.g., occupation, earnings, performance) with noise. Recent studies suggest that this measurement
error bias can be large, severely attenuating intergenerational elasticity estimates.3 In addition, inherited social connections can lead to nepotism, creating barriers of entry to certain occupations.
This introduces a different bias, selection, as sons of insiders are selected into top occupations under
different criteria than outsiders. Finally, microdata with direct parent-child links is hard to come
by in historical settings. Previous estimates on the parent-child transmission of human capital and
social connections are limited to modern settings or rely on surname pseudo-links to study its evolution over centuries.4
This paper quantifies the relevance of nepotism vs. inherited human capital in academia over
seven centuries. To do so, we build a comprehensive dataset with direct links between 1,748 sons
and fathers in 115 universities and 51 academies from 1088 to 1800. We measure their scientific output
using 3,914,297 library holdings by or about each scholar that are held in more than 10,000 libraries
today (henceforth, publications). We develop a new structural method to overcome the empirical
challenge of disentangling inherited human capital from inherited social connections that can lead
to nepotism. Our method jointly addresses the measurement error bias emerging because publica1 See

Dulieu (1983) on Montpellier’s medical faculty, Slottved and Tamm (2009) on U Copenhagen, and Connor
(1947) on the Cassini dynasty at the Paris Observatory and French Academy of Sciences.
2 These figures are based on our collected data and on 18,640 known scholars from de la Croix (2021b) (see Figure 5).
3 For example, Lindahl et al. (2015) show that human capital endowments are more persistent across multiple generations than suggested by parent-child elasticities.
4 Clark (2015), Häner and Schaltegger (2021), Barone and Mocetti (2020).
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tions are a noisy proxy of human capital, and the selection bias emerging because of nepotism. We
do so by exploiting two sets of moments: correlations in publications across generations and differences in the marginal publications distribution between the set of fathers and the set of sons. We
find that nepotism was prevalent in pre-modern academia until it declined dramatically during the
Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment. Family dynasties did not disappear, but they now
emerged as a result of the human capital, knowledge, and other productive endowments that children inherited from their parents. We find that such upper-tail human capital endowments were
inherited with an elasticity of 0.6-0.65—a higher estimate than suggested by parent-child correlations; but lower than previous long-run estimates relying on surname pseudo-links.
Our first contribution is to build a new dataset that allows to study the intergenerational elasticity of upper-tail human capital in pre-modern Europe using direct parent-child links. We focus
on university professors and members of academies, a representative group of the universe of people forming the upper tail of the human capital distribution.5 We build our dataset using more than
300 secondary sources, such as university catalogues, books on the history of each university, and
compendia of professors. We establish and verify direct family links by matching each scholar to
old biographical dictionaries and online encyclopedias (e.g., Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Treccani, and Dictionary of National Biography). Given the completeness of our sources, we collect the
universe of father-son pairs in most institutions. We measure their publications using WorldCat—
a comprehensive online catalogue of modern libraries worldwide. Specifically, we measure their
library holdings in modern libraries, which capture the size as well as the long-run relevance of a
scholar’s scientific output.
We begin our analysis by documenting two stylized facts for families of scholars. The first
fact is that a scholar’s publications strongly depend on his ancestor’s publications. The father-son
correlation on the intensive margin is 0.37, and the grandfather-grandson correlation is stronger
than predicted by iterating the father-son correlation. The second fact is that there are large differences between the marginal publications distribution of the set of fathers and the set of sons—that
is, between first-generation scholars and subsequent insiders. The fathers’ distribution first-order
stochastically dominates the sons’ distribution, and differences are largest at the bottom. We show
that these two facts cannot be reconciled with standard intergenerational models based solely on
the transfer of human capital (Becker and Tomes 1979, 1986). Fact 1 implies that the underlying
human-capital endowments determining publications were strongly transmitted from parents to
children, and that the advantages and disadvantages of ancestors vanished at a slow rate. In contrast, Fact 2 implies a much faster rate of mean reversion, as the set of sons has a substantially worse
publication record than the set of fathers. These two apparently contradictory facts can be reconciled by extending this standard framework with the transfer of social connections that can result
in nepotism. Nepotism allows scholars’ sons to become scholars even when their human capital
is lower than the marginal father, generating differences at the bottom of the distribution (Fact 2)
even when publications on the intensive margin strongly persist across generations (Fact 1).
5 For example, 75% percent of people who gave their name to craters on the moon belong to this group.
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Our second contribution is to develop a general method to disentangle human capital transmission from nepotism, and use the two facts described above to estimate their relative importance
in pre-modern academia. Our method recovers the intergenerational elasticity of human capital
from the intergenerational correlations in publications and from the distributional differences between the set of fathers and sons; and nepotism from the excess distributional differences, net of the
effect of reversion to the mean in human capital. Formally, we structurally estimate the parameters
of a standard first-order Markov process of human capital endowments transmission (Clark and
Cummins 2015; Braun and Stuhler 2018), extended to account for nepotism. Our model economy
consists of a population of potential scholars whose unobserved human capital is transmitted from
fathers to sons with an elasticity of β. Potential scholars with high human capital endowments become scholars, but there is a selection bias: the selection criterium for scholars’ sons can be different
because of nepotism. We characterize nepotism as the share of scholars’ sons who would not have
become scholars under the same criterium as a first-generation scholar. For selected scholars, the
unobserved human capital endowments are transformed into an observed outcome, publications,
with measurement error noise. The two sets of moments characterizing Facts 1 and 2 can be used
to identify the deep parameters of this model: Father-son correlations in observed outcomes are a
standard moment to characterize the rate β at which human capital is transmitted from fathers to
sons.6 Because publications are a noisy proxy of human capital, we also use correlations between
grandparents and grandchildren, a method proposed by Lindahl et al. (2015) and Braun and Stuhler
(2018) to correct for measurement error.7 Finally, when the distributional differences between the
set of fathers and sons are larger than predicted by the rate of reversion to the mean, it reflects that
parents and children are selected under different criteria, i.e., nepotism. This should be specially
visible at the bottom of the distribution, that is, close to the selection threshold where nepotism
is binding. These excess distributional differences, net of the effect of mean reversion, can hence
be used to identify nepotism.8 In detail, we use the Simulated Method of Moments to obtain estimates for the intergenerational elasticity of human capital, β, and for nepotism by minimizing the
distance between these empirical and simulated moments.
Our first result is that pre-modern academia was not free of nepotism. Between 1088 and
1800, a scholars’ son could become a scholar even if his human capital was 2.6 standard deviations
lower than the average potential scholar, and 2.2 standard deviations lower than the marginal firstgeneration scholar. Nepotism declined dramatically during the Scientific Revolution. Before that,
we find that 46.1 of scholars’ sons would not have become scholars under the same criteria than
their fathers. This nepotism estimate declined to 19.9% in the Scientific Revolution (1543–1687)
and to 4.3% in the Enlightenment (1687–1800). We document that the decline in nepotism was
the result of the foundation of modern, meritocratic institutions and not of structural reforms in
6 See Solon (1999), Corak (2006), and Black and Devereux (2011) for reviews.
7 Under

the assumption that measurement error is constant across generations adjacent generations, these multigeneration correlations reflect the transmission of (unobserved) underlying human-capital endowments.
8 To gauge how much do distributional differences depend on mean reversion, we follow the literature and assume
stationarity in the distribution of human capital over all potential scholars.
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existing institutions. To do so, we estimate our model separately for institutions established before
vs. after the start of the Scientific Revolution, and show that the share of nepotic sons was three
times smaller in new institutions. Altogether, this suggests that low levels of nepotism are associated with periods of buoyant scientific advancement. To the extent that this decline in nepotism
reflects a broader decline in favouritism towards acquaintances and other societal changes reducing barriers to entry in academia, our findings suggest that meritocracy was complementary with
Europe’s scientific advancements before the Industrial Revolution.
Our second result is that the intergenerational elasticity of upper-tail human capital was 0.63
in pre-modern Europe. This estimate is higher than suggested by father-son elasticities in observed
outcomes (here, publications), confirming previous findings that two-generation estimates understate the rate at which inequalities persist over the very long run. Yet, our estimate is in the lower
range of elasticities obtained via multiple generations, group-averages, or the informational content
of surnames—three methods that ignore the transfer of social connections that can lead to nepotism. Specifically, elasticities obtained via multiple generations in our data are close to the 0.7–0.8
range estimated by Clark (2015). Hence, in settings where social connections can lead to nepotism,
the standard multi-generational methods in the literature overstate the persistence of inherited endowments, skills, etc. which affect children’s outcomes. In addition, we show that the importance
of human capital transfers in explaining family dynasties peaked in periods of rapid scientific advancement. This finding does not support Clark’s hypothesis that the rate of persistence is constant
through historical periods and, hence, that it reflects the transfer of genetic endowments.
We extend our analysis to examine heterogeneous effects. We find evidence of nepotism for
5.3% of scholars’ sons in Protestant and for 29.5% in Catholic universities and academies. Catholic
institutions, in turn, relied more heavily on intra-family human capital transfers. We show that
these differences partly explain the divergent path of Catholic and Protestant universities after the
Reformation. We also document that nepotism was higher in law and physician’s faculties than in
sciences, for sons appointed before their father’s death, and for sons in the same field as their fathers.
We find no significant differences between universities and academies. In addition, we conduct various robustness checks. First, we show that our estimates are not driven by selective reporting of
father-son links in the sources used to build our data. Our estimates are robust to restricting the
sample to sources covering all scholars in an institution, and hence, where we effectively identify
the universe of father-son pairs. Second, we use data from de la Croix (2021b) on 18,640 scholars
to show that our findings—based on comparisons between scholars’ sons and fathers—are consistent with comparisons between scholars’ sons and outsiders. Third, we validate our identification
strategy with a falsification test. We consider fathers and sons appointed at different institutions
where, ex ante, we expect no nepotism. Consistently, we estimate a nepotism parameter of zero.
This strongly suggests that our estimates do not conflate nepotism with other elements of the hiring process (e.g., information frictions) or with broader trends outside academia to which both
our baseline and validation sample are exposed. Finally, we examine the robustness of our results to
stationarity assumptions, drawing shocks from fat-tailed distributions, using unique works instead
5

of library holdings, allowing for better access to publishers for scholars’ sons, non-linearities in the
transmission of human capital, and father-son longevity differences.
Our paper contributes to three strands of literature. First, it contributes to a large literature
on social mobility by providing the first estimate for the intergenerational elasticity of upper-tail
human capital over centuries. While previous long-run estimates rely on surname pseudo-links
(Clark and Cummins 2015; Barone and Mocetti 2020; Häner and Schaltegger 2021), our estimates
are derived from true links across generations.9 This allows us to directly evaluate Clark (2015)’s
hypothesis that latent endowments are transmitted from parents to children at a constant rate
of 0.75 over the very long run. More generally, we show that to obtain reliable intergenerational
elasticities it is crucial to jointly address both measurement error and selection bias. Traditional
elasticities bundle transfers of unobserved human capital and social connections that can lead to
nepotism and, hence, cannot address both biases jointly. Measurement error has been addressed using multiple-generation links (Lindahl et al. 2015; Braun and Stuhler 2018; Colagrossi, d’Hombres,
and Schnepf 2019), group-averages for siblings (Braun and Stuhler 2018) and surnames (Clark and
Cummins 2015; Häner and Schaltegger 2021), the informational content of surnames (Güell, Rodríguez Mora, and Telmer 2015), or horizontal kinship ties (Collado, Ortuno-Ortin, and Stuhler
2018). In line with these estimates, our results show that inherited advantages of ancestors are more
persistent than what parent-child elasticities imply. That said, we show that, by ignoring the selection bias, these estimates can overstate the persistence of endowments like human capital or genetic
advantages.10 This is most relevant for long-run estimates, which are often derived from selected
samples such as individuals leaving a will (Clark and Cummins 2015) or ancestors and descendants
that remain in one city (Barone and Mocetti 2020; Häner and Schaltegger 2021).
Second, our paper is related to studies quantifying nepotism in top professions.11 For modern
academia, previous work has documented nepotism (Durante, Labartino, and Perotti 2011) and
favouritism towards acquaintances (Zinovyeva and Bagues 2015; Bramoullé and Huremović 2018)
or scholars with home-ties (Fisman et al. 2018). Our paper is the first to systematically quantify
nepotism in pre-modern academia.12 Methodologically, a common approach in the literature is to
identify nepotism using natural experiments that alter the importance of connections to accessing
jobs. Instead, our method allows to study the evolution of nepotism across time and space, beyond
empirical settings where a natural experiment is available. In addition, given the short-run nature
of natural experiments, previous estimates rely on one-generation family links and on unlinked
9 The

only other studies using direct parent-child links to study social mobility in the pre-modern era are Shiue
(2017) for the Tongcheng county in China (1300-1900) and Borgerhoff Mulder et al. (2009) for East Anglia (1540-1845).
10 A related literature uses twins, adoptees, and reforms to test if human capital is genetically inherited (selection) or
depends on parents’ investments (causation) (Holmlund, Lindahl, and Plug 2011). Differently, we address the selection
bias from nepotism to disentangle it from human capital transfers, but not whether the latter reflect nature or nurture.
11 Examples are doctors (Lentz and Laband 1989), lawyers (Laband and Lentz 1992; Raitano and Vona 2018), politicians (Dal Bó, Dal Bó, and Snyder 2009), inventors (Bell et al. 2018), CEOs (Pérez-González 2006; Bennedsen et al.
2007), pharmacists (Mocetti 2016), self-employed (Dunn and Holtz-Eakin 2000), and liberal professions (Aina and
Nicoletti 2018; Mocetti et al. 2018).
12 Historical studies of favouritism in pre-modern organizations are scarce. An exception is Voth and Xu (2019), who
find that promotions of connected officers in the British Navy reflected private information rather than favouritism.
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outsiders, and hence, cannot address measurement error in inherited human capital.
Third, upper-tail human capital, such as knowledge produced at universities, has been deemed
important for the Commercial Revolution (Cantoni and Yuchtman 2014), the rise of new Science after the adoption of the printing press (Dittmar 2019), and the Industrial Revolution.13 Our
contribution to this literature is to provide the first estimate of the intergenerational elasticity of
upper-tail human capital before the Industrial Revolution. We find a slower rate of mean reversion after the Scientific Revolution. This lends credence to Galor and Moav (2002) and Galor and
Michalopoulos (2012), who show that natural selection of growth-promoting traits (e.g., upper-tail
human capital) is more likely when parents pass on such traits with a high probability. In addition,
we show that periods of rapid scientific advancement were associated with less nepotism in universities and academies. This provides empirical support to the hypothesis by Greif (2006) and
de la Croix, Doepke, and Mokyr (2018) that, in pre-industrial Europe, the dissemination of knowledge in corporations was not slowed down by family networks. We also provide new insights on
the divergence of Catholic and Protestant universities beyond traditional explanations centred on
religious values (Merton 1938) or the Counter-Reformation (Landes 1998). More generally, our results relate to a large literature showing that distortions in high-talent markets can drastically affect
the production of ideas. Examples of such distortions include family-successions of CEOs (PérezGonzález 2006; Bennedsen et al. 2007) and lack of exposure to innovation (Bell et al. 2018).

2

Institutional background and data

2.1

Recruitment

Although norms varied across universities and academies, the recruitment process shared some general characteristics. The recruitment of university professors typically involved the faculty, who
proposed to appoint a candidate to a chair, and an external authority (e.g., Monarch, Church, Municipality, Corporation), who approved it. Most chairs were filled by public competition, but appointments were sometimes transferred to a representative of the authorities (Rashdall 1958: vol 2,
p. 192). For example, the University of Copenhagen initially appointed its professors. Following
the introduction of Absolute Monarchy in 1660, these appointments had to be approved by the
King. Both steps of the recruitment process were subject to nepotism. Slottved and Tamm (2009,
42-43) argues that Thomas Bartholin (1616–80) used his social connections both at the University
of Copenhagen and at the court to promote his relatives’ careers.14 On the one hand, his permanent position as Dean of the Medical Faculty gave him influence over matters of importance at the
University, particularly over appointments. On the other hand, Bartholin ingratiated himself with
the King’s chancellor, who also served as Chancellor of the University. Other well-documented
examples of nepotism are the Géraud de Vaxis and Lefranc families, who secured jobs at the University of Cahors for several generations (Ferté 2000). Interestingly, Ferté wonders why it was so
13 Mokyr (2002),Galor and Moav (2002),Mokyr (2016),Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015).

14 A genealogical tree of the Bartholin’s family is in de la Croix (2021a).
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important for them to secure those jobs given the low salary paid by the University. The reasons
were prestige and notability, the same factors pushing people to publish (Mokyr 2016).
In academies, new members were elected by co-option—that is, they were elected at the discretion of existing members. In general, a member (or a group of members) sponsored an external
candidate. All academy members then voted whether to accept this candidate (Foster and Rücker
1897). The available election certificates of Royal Society fellows shows that fathers never sponsored
their sons there. This suggests that, if there was nepotism, it was the result of fathers influencing
the vote of their fellows. In some academies, the candidates had to submit a written work for evaluation (Galand 2009). As in universities, the nomination of new academy members was sometimes
subject to the approval of external authorities. For example, in the French and Spanish Academies,
the votes for new members had to be approved by the King.
Besides chaired professors and academy members, our database contains a myriad of other
scholarly positions. These include university regents in France, docents in Germany, or fellows in
England, and various positions in academies, e.g., corresponding member, honorary member, free
member. These positions were typically used as a stepping stone to a university chair or an academy
membership. The recruitment rules for these intermediate positions varied across institutions, but
generally they involved insiders, that is, the faculty or other academy members.

2.2

Data

This section describes the dataset that we constructed for this paper and discusses the coverage and
accuracy of the data. Appendix A lists the 307 most important sources used and provides additional
summary statistics and examples.
Father-son pairs in academia. We build a new dataset of fathers and sons in the same university or scientific academy in Europe from 1088 to 1800. To construct this dataset, we use 307
secondary sources together with encyclopedias and biographical dictionaries. First, we assemble a
list of the scholars in each university and academy. To do so, we use secondary sources: historical
catalogues of the scholars in an institution, compendia of professors, books with biographies and
bibliographies of a university’s scholars, and books on the history of a university or academy. Examples of these sources are Mazzetti (1847)’s comprehensive list of University of Bologna professors
since 1088, online catalogues of all members of the Royal Society and the Leopoldina academies,
and Conrad (1960)’s list of all University of Tübingen chair holders. For universities and scientific
academies without a members’ catalogue or a book on their history, we assemble a list of their scholars by combining multiple secondary sources listed in Appendix A. For example, for the University
of Avignon, a sample of professors was drawn from Laval (1889) for the medical faculty, Fournier
(1892) and Teule (1887) for lawyers, and Duhamel (1895) for rectors.15
Second, we identify all father-son pairs in the list of scholars in each university and academy.
The secondary sources described above often mention if a scholar was related to another scholar.
15 Robert

Stelter digitized chair holders at the University of Tübingen and Alice Fabre lawyers and rectors at the
University of Avignon (see de la Croix et al. 2020).
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In addition, we use biographical dictionaries, encyclopedias about universities, and encyclopedias
on the regions where universities were located to identify all father-son links. Following on the
examples described above, we use the Treccani encyclopedia, the Dictionary of National Biography,
the Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, and the biographical dictionary of the Department of Vaucluse
(Barjavel 1841) to code fathers and sons in, respectively, the University of Bologna, the Royal Society,
the Leopoldina and the University of Tübingen, and the University of Avignon.
In addition, we use these sources to record each scholar’s birth, nomination, and death year and
their field of study. We consider the following fields: lawyers, physicians, theologians, scientists,
and arts and humanities’ scholars. These fields correspond to the three higher faculties of early
universities plus the arts faculty, where scientists gained importance over time. We also use Frijhoff
(1996), British Library Board (2017) and McClellan (1985) to record the foundation date of each
university and academy and its religious affiliation after the Protestant reformation. Finally, we
follow the procedure described above to collect data on 485 father-sons pairs who were appointed
to a different university or academy. In Section 6.2, we use this alternative sample—where we expect
a low incidence of nepotism—to perform a validation exercise.
Next, we discuss the limitations of our dataset and the accuracy of the father-son pairs. The
main limitation is that we only observe the children of scholars who become scholars themselves.
Hence, our estimates for the intergenerational elasticity of human capital are not population estimates, but reflect the transmission of upper-tail human capital in academia in 1088-1800. The
biggest threat to estimate this elasticity, as well as nepotism, is if the sources used selectively report
father-son links. One possibility is that links appear more frequently when fathers are famous: a
father of no great account may be more likely to fall by the wayside than an underachieving son of
a famous scholar. As a result, the data would be effectively selected on an outcome: father’s publications. This sampling bias could explain the father-son distributional differences and attenuate
intergenerational correlations in outcomes (Solon 1989), the two sets of moments used in our estimation. To assess the sensitivity of our analysis to this sampling bias, we classify the 307 sources
used into three levels of completeness: First, sources with complete coverage cover all scholars in a
university or academy, e.g., a catalogue of university professors. Under complete coverage we can
fully rule out the possibility of sampling bias. Second, sources with broad coverage cover a large
sample of scholars in an institution where a members’ catalogue does not exist, e.g., a book on the
history of the university. Under broad coverage, sampling bias is less likely, although we cannot
fully rule it out. Third, sources with partial coverage describe the case where the sample of scholars in an institution was inferred by secondary sources from other institutions and/or by general
thematic biographies. Under partial coverage, there is risk of sampling bias.
Table 1 shows the percentage of observations in our data under each coverage category. Two
thirds of our father-son pairs are from sources with complete coverage, 95.5% from sources with
complete and broad coverage, and only 5.4% from sources with partial coverage. The data coverage does not change significantly over time. Before the Scientific Revolution (1088-1543), 64.9% of
father-son pairs are from sources complete coverage. The corresponding figure for the Enlighten9

Table 1: Data coverage (in %).

All
Pre-Scientific Revolution, 1088-1543
Scientific Revolution (I), 1543-1632
Scientific Revolution (II), 1633-1687
Enlightenment, 1688-1800

Complete

Broad

Complete
and Broad

64.9
64.9
56.9
61.5
71.5

29.7
31.8
38.9
31.7
22.2

95.6
97.7
96.8
93.3
94.7

Partial

N

5.4
3.3
4.2
6.7
6.3

1,748
336
360
416
636

ment (1688-1800) is 71.5%. Overall, around 95% of our father-son pairs are identified from sources
with complete or broad coverage in all historical periods. In addition, the percentage of father-son
pairs from complete and broad sources does not differ substantially by country, by century, by the
religion of the university, by field of study, nor by the prestige of the university16 (see Appendix
Figure A.1). Altogether, this suggests that the sampling bias described above is not prevalent in our
data. That said, we examine the sensitivity of our main results to this sampling bias by presenting
separate estimates using data only from sources with complete coverage.
Our final dataset contains 1,538 fathers and 1,748 sons in the same university or academy. We also
observe 171 families with three or more generations of scholars.17 Sons who worked in the same institution as their fathers represent around 5% of the known faculty—although there is heterogeneity across time and institutions.18 Our dataset covers 115 universities and 51 scientific academies.19
Each institution had, on average, 11 families of scholars. Finally, we find the birth year for 76.9% of
scholars, the death year for 86.4%, the nomination date for 91.5%, and the field of study for all.
Figure 1 illustrates the geographical distribution of our data. The recorded universities and
academies (green circles) cover most of Europe. We observe 29 universities and 6 academies in the
Holy Roman Empire, 32 universities and 19 academies in France, 8 universities and 7 academies in
England, Scotland, and Ireland, and 7 universities and one academy in the Netherlands. In southern Europe, we cover 19 universities and 13 academies in Italy and 6 universities and one academy in
Spain. We have several universities in eastern (e.g., Moscow, St. Petersburg) and northern Europe
(e.g., Copenhagen, Lund, Turku, Uppsala). The map also displays birth places (orange for fathers,
red for sons). Most scholars originate from north-west and central Europe and from Italy.
The dataset spans seven centuries from 1088—the year of the foundation of the University of
Bologna—to 1800. More than half of the universities in our dataset were established before 1500,
e.g., the University of Paris (officially established in 1200, but starting before), Oxford (1200), Cambridge (1209), Salamanca (1218), Prague (1348). That said, most scholars under analysis are from
16 For example, we have a complete coverage for the University of Macerata – a small university in Italy, while there

is no comprehensive catalogue of professors for the University of Paris.
17 For example, the Chicoyneau and Mögling families had, respectively, four and six generations of scholars at the
University of Montpellier and at Tübingen. See Figures A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A.3 for illustration of these lineages.
18 This figure is based on 18,640 scholars from de la Croix (2021b). See Section 6.1 for details.
19 This includes language academies, e.g., Académie Française, Accademia della Crusca, Real Academia Española.
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Figure 1: Geographical distribution of father-son pairs
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Figure 2: Number of scholar families and father’s publications
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after the 1400s. Figure 2 plots the number of father-son pairs over time. Before 1400, we observe
around 100 families. This number increases after 1400 and peaks during the Scientific Revolution.
Publications data. We measure the scientific output of each of the 1,538 fathers and 1,748 sons
in our dataset. To do so, we use WorldCat—an online catalogue of the library holdings of more than
10,000 modern libraries worldwide. Specifically, we link each scholar to his entry in the WorldCat
service and record his publications. Our preferred measure of a scholar’s scientific output is the
total number of library holdings by or about himself. This includes all copies of books, volumes,
issues, or documents which he wrote that are available in WorldCat libraries today. It also includes
publications about his work written by a different author. Hence, our measure captures both the
size and the relevance of a scholar’s production today. In addition, we also record the number of
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unique works by or about each scholar, and examine the robustness of our results to using this
alternative measure (see Section 7).
We illustrate how this data was collected with an example: Honoré Bicais and his son Michel
(see Appendix Figure A.4). Both are listed as University of Aix professors in Belin’s Histoire de
l’Ancienne Universite de Provence (de la Croix and Fabre 2019). Honoré’s biography states that
Michel succeeded him “in his chair and in his reputation.”20 To measure their publications, we
link Honoré and Michel Bicais to their WorldCat entries. WorldCat considers different spellings
of the family name (Bicais, Bicaise, Bicays, and the latinized Bicaisius and Bicaissius), which ensures
that the matching of authors to publications is accurate. Honoré Bicais was a prolific scholar: there
are 293 library holdings of books written by him. In contrast, modern libraries only hold 16 copies
of the work of his son Michel. While Michel succeeded his father in his chair, it is less clear that he
did so too in his academic reputation.
Our data on scholar’s publications is comprehensive and accurate. Chaney (2020) conducted
a validation exercise showing that WorldCat accurately approximates the population of known
European authors. Specifically, he compared the Universal Short Title Catalogue (USTC)21 to the
references in the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), on which WorldCat is based. Chaney
successfully located 81% of USTC authors in the VIAF. In our setting, we do not find WorldCat
entries for 38% of sons and for 29% of fathers. Given WorldCat’s coverage, these scholars likely
never published. Nevertheless, we account for the possible loss of their publications in two ways.
First, our estimation uses separate empirical moments for the intensive margin (i.e., publications
conditional on being listed in WorldCat) and the extensive margin (i.e., being listed in WorldCat).
Second, our model accounts for separate measurement error in the intensive and extensive margins.
That is, it accounts for the possible loss of a scholar’s publications. This allows us to disentangle
changes in the extensive margin of publications from other dynamics (e.g., changes in nepotism).
Our final dataset comprises 477,549 unique works and 3,914,297 library holdings. Figure 2 illustrates their time trends. It shows the log of one plus the library holdings by and about fathers.
The figure suggests that there is no upward trend in the number of publications, conditional on
being positive. Appendix G validates this finding using the de la Croix (2021b) data for all known
pre-industrial scholars (not only fathers and sons). That said, we find evidence of a structural break
around 1450 on the probability of being listed in WorldCat (see Figure G.17). The historical evidence suggests that this break is related to the changes brought about by the printing press on
book diffusion and preservation, rather than with a change in the human capital distribution or
in nepotism.22 In other words, it affects fathers and sons similarly. Our model and estimation account for changes over time in the extensive margin of publications (Section 5.3), and Section 7 and
Appendix G discuss the sensitivity of our results to this structural break.
20 Les Bouches-du-Rhône, Encyclopédie Départementale, by Masson (1931).
21 St.

Andrews (2019); https://ustc.ac.uk/

22 Changes in the human capital distribution would affect trends on both the extensive and intensive margin.
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Two facts about fathers and sons in academia

Anecdotal evidence suggests that both nepotism and inherited human capital mattered for the
careers of pre-industrial scholars. For example, Jean Bauhin (1541-1613), professor in Basel, has a
remarkable publication record: there are 1,180 library holdings of his work in modern libraries.
Michaud’s Biographie Universelle emphasizes how Bauhin’s knowledge was inherited from his father, also a professor in Basel:
Jean Bauhin (1541–1613) learned very early the ancient languages and humanities. His
father, Jean Bauhin, was his first master in the study of medicine and of all the underlying sciences.
This contrasts with the case of the Benavente family at the University of Salamanca. Juan Alfonso
Benavente has 102 publications available in WorldCat libraries today. According to the Diccionario
Biográﬁco Español, he used his power and influence to pass down his chair to his son Diego Alfonso:
After sixty years of teaching canon law in Salamanca, Juan Alfonso Benavente ( –1478)
retired in 1463. He retained his chair and his lectures were taught by substitutes, including his son Diego Alfonso Benavente (c. 1430–1512). Finally, on 1477, Benavente
resigned his chair on the enforceable condition that his son was appointed to it.
Diego Alfonso Benavente proved less productive than his father. He only has one publication, a
compendium of his father’s work.
Table 2 documents two stylized facts for fathers and sons in pre-modern academia: a strong
correlation in publications across generations and large differences in the marginal publications
distribution of the set of fathers and sons. These two facts reflect the patterns outlined by the
examples above: on the one hand, there was a strong transmission of underlying human capital
endowments from fathers to sons in academia, which was later reflected in a strong correlation in
their publication record. On the other hand, nepotism was present among pre-industrial scholars,
generating father-son distributional differences over and above the rate of mean reversion implied
by the intergenerational correlations in publications.
Fact 1: High correlation of publications across generations. Table 2, Panel A presents
father-son correlations in publications, measured as the logarithm of 1 + the number of library
holdings. We distinguish correlations conditional on both father and son having at least one observed publication (intensive margin) from the proportion of pairs where father and son have zero
publications (extensive margin). The correlation on the intensive margin is 0.37 (see also Figure 3).
This implies that an increase of one percent in a father’s publications is associated with an increase
of 0.37 percent in his son’s publications.23 As for the extensive margin, in 22 percent of families
both father and son have zero publications. In sum, publication records were persistent across two
generations. This suggests that endowments determining publications, e.g., human capital, were
23 In terms of magnitude,

the father-son correlation in academia is similar to the elasticity in wealth in pre-modern
populations (Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2009), and in education attainment in modern Sweden (Lindahl et al. 2015).
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Table 2: Moments used in the estimation.
value

s.e.

N

ρ(yt , yt+1 | yt ,yt+1 >0 )
Pr(yt =0 ∧ yt+1 =0)
ρ(yt , yt+2 | yt ,yt+2 >0 )

0.37
0.22
0.22

0.03
0.01
0.11

935
1,748
85

Fathers with zero publications
Sons with zero publications

Pr(yt =0)
Pr(yt+1 =0)

0.29
0.38

0.01
0.01

1,538
1,748

Fathers median
Sons median

Q50(yt )
Q50(yt+1 )

4.30
2.83

0.14
0.26

1,538
1,748

Fathers 75th percentile
Sons 75th percentile

Q75(yt )
Q75(yt+1 )

6.68
5.74

0.08
0.10

1,538
1,748

Fathers 95th percentile
Sons 95th percentile

Q95(yt )
Q95(yt+1 )

8.66
7.85

0.12
0.08

1,538
1,748

Fathers mean
Sons mean

E(yt )
E(yt+1 )

3.92
3.07

0.08
0.07

1,538
1,748

A. Intergenerational correlations
Father-son, intensive margin
Father-son with zero publications
Grandfather-grandson, intensive margin
B. Father-son distributional differences

Notes: y: publications (log of 1 + library holdings by or about each scholar).

partly transmitted from parents to children. In addition, lineages with three generations of scholars
display high correlations in publications on the intensive margin. The correlation between grandfathers and grandsons is 0.22. This number is larger than predicted by the iteration of the twogeneration correlation, i.e., 0.372 = 0.137. In other words, the advantages of ancestors vanished at
a slower rate than suggested by father-son correlations.
We perform two exercises to validate the accuracy of Fact 1. First, we compare the moments in
Table 2 to moments obtained using subsamples of fathers and sons from data sources with better
coverage (see Appendix Table F.6). The father-son correlation on the intensive margin is 0.34 (s.e.
0.04) when we only use sources with complete coverage, and 0.36 (s.e. 0.04) when we use sources
with complete and broad coverage. These moments are not statistically different than our baseline
moment, 0.37 (s.e. 0.03). Similarly, the proportion of father-son pairs with zero publications and
the grandfather-grandson correlation are not sensitive to restricting the data to sources with better
coverage. Altogether, this strongly suggests that the high correlation of publications across generations (Fact 1) is accurate and not a by-product selective reporting of father-son links in sources that
do not cover the universe of scholars in an institution.
Second, we show that Fact 1 is not driven by changes in the father’s and son’s marginal distributions which could reflect, e.g., trends in the quantity of publications over time. Note that Fact 1
is based on correlations in log-publications instead of on log-log regression estimates akin to an
IGE. We prefer correlations because they are scale-invariant measures (Chetty et al. 2014, p.1561).
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Figure 3: Father-son correlation in publications
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Log-publications are log of 1 + library holdings by or about each author.

Instead, log-log regressions conflate the join distribution of father and son ranks (the copula) with
changes in the father’s and son’s marginal distributions. We confirm that our analysis is not driven
by changes in the marginal distributions by showing that Fact 1 is robust to comparing father-son
ranks in publications instead of their log-publications. We follow Chetty et al. (2014) and rank sons
based on their publications relative to other sons in the same 50-year birth cohort. We rank fathers
based on their publications relative to other fathers with sons in these 50-year birth cohorts. The
father-son correlation in percentile-ranks is 0.363 in the intensive margin, almost identical to the
coefficient reported in Table 2.
Fact 2: The publication’s distribution of fathers first order stochastically dominates
(FOSD) that of sons. Table 2, Panel B presents 10 moments describing the marginal distribution of
publications for fathers and for sons. As before, we use the log of 1 + the number of library holdings.
On the bottom of the distribution, 38% of sons had zero publications. The corresponding figure
for fathers is 29%. The average father had two times more publications than the average son (50
vs. 22, in levels). Fathers also have two times more publications than sons in the 75th and the 95th
percentile of the distribution. The difference is larger at the median: there, fathers published four
times more than sons (74 vs. 17, in levels).24
To illustrate these differences, Figure 4 presents a QQ-plot; a plot of the quantiles of the fathers’
24 The differences in levels are exp(3.92)

− 1 = 50.4 vs. exp(3.07) − 1 = 21.5 in the mean and exp(4.30) − 1 = 73.7

vs. exp(2.83) − 1 = 16.9 in the median.
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Figure 4: Quantile-quantile plot
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Notes: The sample are 1,748 families of scholars. Publications are the log of 1 + the number of
library holdings by or about each author.

distribution against the quantiles of the sons’ distribution. If the two distributions were similar,
the points would lie on the 45 degree line. Instead, in all quantiles fathers have larger publication
records. That is, the father’s publication distribution FOSD that of their sons. Importantly, the
distributional differences are larger at the bottom of the distribution.
As before, we validate Fact 2 by comparing our baseline moments to moments obtained using
data sources with better coverage. Appendix Table F.6 shows that the fathers’ publication distribution FOSD that of sons also when we only use father-son pairs from sources with complete coverage, and when we use sources with complete and broad coverage. For example, the proportion of
sons with zero publications is 9 percentage points larger than the proportion of fathers with zero
publications in these two subsamples, as well as in our baseline moments using all father-son pairs.
The median, 75th and 95th percentile, and mean are also larger for fathers than for sons in sources
with better data coverage. Altogether, this shows that Fact 2 also holds in data sources that cover the
universe of professors in an institution. That is, in sources that do not selectively report father-son
links when, e.g., fathers are famous scholars. Hence, it is highly unlikely that the observed wedge
between the publications of fathers vs. sons is driven by sampling bias in our sources.
The large distributional differences suggest that fathers had higher human capital endowments
than sons, which transformed into a better publication record. Partly, this difference in human capital endowments is explained by reversion to the mean. We are looking at a sample at the top of the
human capital distribution, and hence, if there is reversion to the mean, sons should be worse than
fathers. That said, the rate of mean reversion needed to explain away the observed distributional
differences is implausibly high, especially in light of the high correlation in publications across generations (Fact 1). In other words, Facts 1 and 2 are hard to reconcile with standard mean-reversion
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models based solely on human capital transfers (Becker and Tomes 1979, 1986).
Instead, two pieces of evidence suggest that the bulk of these distributional differences reflect
nepotism. That is, that fathers used their influence in the profession to allocate jobs to their sons
ahead of outsiders, even when sons had low human capital endowments. The first is that sons of
scholars had a worse publication record not only than their fathers, but also than outsiders whose
parents were not academics (see Section 6.1 for details). The second is that distributional differences
are larger at the bottom of the distribution. That is, close to the human-capital threshold that determines whether an individual is selected to become a scholar or not, and where nepotism could be
binding. Altogether, this kind of nepotic hiring can generate father-son distributional differences,
especially at the bottom of the distribution, even when human capital slowly reverts to the mean.
In our estimation, we use these excess distributional differences, net of reversion to the mean, to
identify nepotism.

4

Model of human capital transmission with nepotism

To account for these patterns, our model incorporates nepotism into a standard first-order Markov
process of human-capital endowments’ transmission. We consider a population of potential scholars who are heterogeneous in their human capital. The human capital of each potential scholar
depends on a human capital endowment inherited from his father25 and on random ability shocks.
Potential scholars with high human capital are selected to be a scholar. We introduce the possibility of nepotism by allowing this selection criterion to be different for sons of scholars. For selected
scholars, the unobserved human capital endowment translates into an observed outcome, publications, with noise.
Each potential scholar is indexed by i ∈ I, their family, and by t = {t, t + 1, ...}, their generation.
A potential scholar in generation t of family i is endowed with an unobserved human capital hi,t .
This is distributed according to a normal distribution with mean µh and standard deviation σh :
hi,t ∼ N (µh , σh2 ) .

(1)

The offspring of this generation, indexed t + 1, partly inherit the unobserved human capital endowment under a first-order Markov process:
hi,t+1 = βhi,t + ui,t+1 ,

(2)

where β is the intergenerational human capital elasticity26 and ui,t+1 is an i.i.d. ability shock affecting
generation t + 1, which has a normal distribution, N (µu , σu2 ).
At each generation, only a selected group of potential scholars with human capital above τ ∈ R
become scholars. We allow sons of scholars to become scholars if their human capital is above τ − ν.
25 In our empirical application we do not observe mothers.

Under the assumption of positive assortative matching,
the endowment inherited from father and mother is similar.
26 For simplicity, we assume that h and h
i,t
i,t+1 are in logarithms.
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If ν > 0, the selection process into becoming a scholar is subject to nepotism, in the sense that sons
of scholars are selected into academia under a softer human-capital criterium than their fathers.27 .
Formally, the set P denotes father-son pairs of observed scholars:
P = {i | hi,t > τ, hi,t+1 > τ − ν} ⊂ I .

(3)

For selected scholars, human capital is transformed into an observable outcome y with measurement error. In our case, scholars use their (unobservable) human capital to produce knowledge in
the form of (observable) publications. We depart from previous literature and consider two sources
of measurement error: one on the intensive margin and one on the extensive margin. On the intensive margin, we consider idiosyncrasies in the publication process, shocks to an individual’s health,
luck, etc. that can affect a scholar’s number of publications independently of his human capital.
On the extensive margin, our empirical application needs to account for the possibility that some
publications might be lost or are not held in modern libraries. That is, that we are more likely to
observe the publications of a scholar with a larger record of publications. Formally, the publications
for fathers, yi,t , and sons, yi,t , in the set of observed scholar families P are:
yi,t = hi,t + εi,t

if

hi,t + εi,t > κ,

yi,t+1 = hi,t+1 + ϵ if hi,t+1 + ϵi,t+1 > κ,

yi,t = 0 otherwise

(4)

yi,t+1 = 0 otherwise

(5)

where εi,t , ϵi,t+1 ∼ N (0, σe2 ) are mean-preserving shocks affecting how human capital transforms
into publications; and κ is the minimum number over which we observe a scholar’s publications.
The former captures measurement error on the intensive margin, the latter on the extensive margin.
We assume that the human capital of potential scholars in consecutive generations t and t + 1
(that is, the human capital of fathers, hi,t , and of sons, hi,t+1 in I) is drawn from the same distribution. This stationarity assumption allows us to put structure on how much of the distributional
differences between observed fathers and sons in P can be explained by pure reversion to the mean—
that is, independently of nepotism. Formally, hi,t ∼ N (µh , σh2 ) and hi,t+1 = βhi,t + ui,t+1 imply that
hi,t+1 ∼ N (βµh +µu , β2 σh2 +σu2 ). Imposing stationarity leads to the following parameter restrictions:
µu = (1 − β)µh

(6)

σu2 = (1 − β2 )σh2 .

(7)

In Section 5.3, we relax this assumption. We assume that the human capital of a father and a son
who are active in a given time period is drawn from the same distribution, but we allow the human
capital distribution to change across periods.
We can now characterize our two main parameters of interest: the intergenerational elasticity
of human capital and the magnitude of nepotism. First, the intergenerational elasticity of human
capital, β, is given by equation (2) and the stationarity conditions above, which imply:
hi,t+1 = βhi,t + (1 − β)µh + ωi,t+1 ,
27 Note that the human capital endowment required to become a scholar includes skills but also other inputs,

(8)

e.g.,
inherited connections, that facilitate sons’ publications. Hence, nepotism captures selection into academia net of any
unobserved endowment that positively affects a scholar’s research output
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where ωi,t+1 is a shock distributed according to N (0, (1 − β2 )σh2 ). Equation (8) suggests that a son
inherits a fraction β of his father’s human capital, draws a fraction (1 − β) from the population
mean, and is subject to a mean-preserving shock ω. Hence, β determines the speed at which inherited human capital advantages revert to the mean. For low values of β, the rate of mean reversion
will be fast, and hence, we will observe large father-son distributional differences independently of
nepotism. For high values of β, the rate of mean reversion will be slow, and hence, father-son distributional differences will reflect a different human-capital selection criterium for fathers and sons
into academia, that is, nepotism.
Second, we define the magnitude of nepotism, γ, as the share of sons in academia who would
not have become scholars under the same selection criterium as their fathers. This share is determined by parameters ν and τ in equation (3), but also by the distribution of human capital among
all potential scholars and, as explained above, by the rate of mean reversion.28 Formally,
γ = Fh (τ | hi,t+1 ≥ τ − ν) ,

(9)

where Fh (x) is the (stationary) cumulative distribution of human capital with mean µh and variance

σh2 , and Fh (x | hi,t+1 ≥ τ − ν) = Prob hi,t+1 ≤ x | hi,t+1 ≥ τ − ν is the corresponding truncated
cumulative distribution of sons’ human capital in the set of observed scholars P.
Estimating equations (8) and (9) is challenging for two reasons: First, human capital endowments h are often unobserved and only reflected in observed outcomes, y, with measurement error
(see equations (4) and (5)). Second, note that equation (8) describes the mean-reversion process
among potential scholars, while only those who actually become scholars are observed (see equation (3)). Hence, estimates of β also need to address issues related to selection and, in this setting,
of nepotism.
Appendix B describes existing methods to estimate the rate of intergenerational persistence,
β, from equation (8). As explained in the introduction, the literature has either ignored the measurement error and selection bias or has addressed only the former by using links over multiple
generations, group-averages for siblings and surnames, the informational content of surnames, or
horizontal kinship ties. Albeit these standard methods are used in different settings than ours, the
two biases described here may also affect them. Specifically, long-run estimates of intergenerational
persistence typically rely on selected samples, such as individuals in probate records—where only
those leaving wealth above a legal threshold are sampled (Clark and Cummins 2015), or ancestors
and descendants in a particular city—where only non-migrants are sampled (Barone and Mocetti
2020; Häner and Schaltegger 2021). Even in empirical applications using census data, families are
not sampled if intergenerational links are not observed, e.g., because children emigrate or die before observable outcomes y (e.g., income, education) are realized. These estimates are potentially
subject to a selection bias as the one described above, since whether observations are sampled or not
can be correlated with unobserved endowments h inherited by children.
28 Note

that τ − ν alone does not characterize the magnitude of nepotism. For example, the same τ − ν can reflect
low levels of nepotism if the mean µh and the variance σh2 of the human capital distribution are high, and high levels of
nepotism if µh and σh2 are low (see Appendix Figure C.5 for an example).
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5

Identification of parameters and main results

We identify the deep parameters of our model of human capital transmission with nepotism using
the two Facts described in Section 3. Specifically, we identify six parameters by minimizing the distance between 13 simulated and empirical moments in Table 2. This minimum distance procedure
is used to estimate the intergenerational elasticity of human capital (β), the magnitude of nepotism
(γ), the noise with which unobserved human capital is transformed into observed publications (σe
and κ), and the shape of the human capital distribution (µh and σh ). Finally, the parameters µu and
σu are pinned down from the stationarity conditions (6) and (7). We assume τ = 0 without loss of
generality and recover ν from equation (9).

5.1

Minimum distance estimation

The six parameters described above are identified by minimizing the distance between 13 simulated
and empirical moments listed in Table 2: First, we consider the father-son correlation in publications conditional on both having at least one publication (intensive margin) and the proportion of
father-son pairs with zero publications (extensive margin). Such father-son correlations in observed
outcomes—especially, on the intensive margin—are widely used in the literature to estimate intergenerational elasticities and the rate of mean reversion, β (see Black and Devereux 2011). When observed, we also consider the grandfather-grandson correlation in the intensive margin. As proposed
by Lindahl et al. (2015) and Braun and Stuhler (2018), we use these multi-generation correlations to
address measurement error in the extent to which observed publications reflect unobserved human
capital (σe and κ). Specifically, multi-generation correlations address measurement error under the
assumption that this error is stable across generations.29 We provide evidence supporting this assumption in Appendix Figure G.16.30 Second, we consider ten moments describing the marginal
distribution of publications for the set of fathers and sons: the mean, median, 75th and 95th percentiles, and the proportion of zeros in the publications’ distribution. Together with the previous
moments, father-son distributional differences help us to jointly identify the rate of mean reversion,
β, and the magnitude of nepotism, γ. To see this, note that a slow rate of mean reversion will generate large father-son correlations in outcomes and small father-son distributional differences. In
contrast, a large magnitude of nepotism will generate large father-son distributional differences at
the bottom of the distribution (i.e., closer to the selection thresholds) even when intergenerational
correlations suggest a slow rate of mean reversion. This is because, under nepotism, the human
capital of selected sons will be low relative to that of selected fathers even under a slow rate of mean
29 Consider the Markov process in equation (2) without selection.

The log-log elasticity of y between parents (t) and
children (t + 1) is βθ, with θ = σh2 /(σh2 + σε2 ). The log-log elasticity of y between grandparents (t) and grandchildren
(t + 2) is β2 θ. Hence, if measurement error is constant across generations, the ratio of these elasticities identifies β (see
Appendix B for details).
30 In addition, the variance of the fathers’ and sons’ distributions—captured by the 75th and 95th percentiles—allows
us to disentangle measurement error from nepotism. Note that larger measurement error increases the variance of both
distributions, while larger nepotism increases the variance of the sons’ distribution relatively more. In principle, this
allows us to address measurement error without resort to grandfather-grandson correlations (see Appendix C).
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reversion.31 Appendix C illustrates our identification strategy with simulations.
Formally, we minimize the following objective function:
min V (p) =
p

∑︁

λj

j

m̂j (p) − mj

!2
(10)

σmj

where j indexes the 13 moments described above, p′ = [β γ µh σh σe κ] is the vector of model’s parameters, mj is j’s empirical moment, m̂j (p) is j’s simulated moment, σmj is the standard deviation
of empirical moment j, and λj is the weight of moment j; λj attaches higher weights to three moments which are most useful for identification. The first two are the proportions of fathers and sons
with zero publications, which capture distributional differences close to the selection thresholds.
The third is the standard moment in the literature: the father-son correlation in publications in the
intensive margin. Specifically, λj is arbitrarily large for these three moments, and λj = 1 otherwise.
This procedure belongs to the family of the Simulated Method of Moments (Gourieroux,
Monfort, and Renault 1993; Smith 2008), a structural estimation technique used when theoretical moments cannot be computed explicitly and need to be simulated. To compute the simulated
moments, we proceed as follows. We draw 50,000 families consisting of three generations: father,
son, and grandson. Each generation’s human capital and publications are calculated according to
equations (1), (2), (4), and (5). We then compute our simulated moments from a sample of families in which fathers and sons meet the criteria to become scholars (equation (3)). To calculate
grandfather-grandson correlations, we further restrict the simulated sample to families in which
scholar’s grandsons also meet the (nepotic) criteria to become scholars, i.e., ht+2 > τ − ν. We then
minimize the objective function V (p) using the Differential Evolution algorithm (Price, Storn,
and Lampinen 2006) as implemented in R by Mullen et al. (2011). To compute standard errors, we
draw 200 random samples from the original data with replacement. For each bootstrap sample,
we generate the 13 moments and estimate the corresponding parameters. Using these bootstrapped
estimates, we compute the standard errors.

5.2

Aggregate results (1088–1800)

Table 3 presents the identified parameters for the entire period, 1088 to 1800. Our main estimates
are the magnitude of nepotism, γ, and the intergenerational elasticity of human capital, β. We find
evidence of nepotism for one in six scholar’s sons and an intergenerationa human capital elasticity
of 0.63. Next, we discuss the identified parameters in detail.
Nepotism. Our γ-estimate shows that nepotism was present in pre-industrial academia. Between 1088 and 1800, around 18.8 percent of scholars’ sons were nepotic scholars. That is, they
would not have become scholars under the same selection criteria as their fathers. The percentage of nepotic sons is precisely estimated and significantly different from zero. The magnitude of
nepotism can also be illustrated by recovering the parameter ν from equation (9). Specifically, our
31 Finally, the 10 distributional moments also help us identify shape of the human capital distribution (µ
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h

and σh2 ).

estimates imply that the human capital required to become a scholar is lower for sons of scholars, τ−ν = −8.54, than it was for their fathers, τ = 0. Furthermore, our estimates for the mean,
µh = 1.72, and the variance, σh2 = 3.882 , of the human capital distribution imply that the son of
a scholar could become a scholar even if his human capital was 2.6 standard deviations lower than
the average potential scholar, and 2.2 standard deviations lower than the marginal outsider scholar.
As explained in Section 2, the biggest threat to estimate nepotism is if our data sources selectively report father-son links. Table 3 shows that our results on nepotism are robust to using fathers
and sons from sources with complete coverage—where we can fully rule out sampling bias—and
sources with complete and broad coverage—where sampling bias is unlikely. The percentage of
nepotic sons of scholars, γ, is 18.8% when we use all the data (column 1), 15.7% when we use data
with complete coverage only (column 2), and 18.5% when we use data with complete and broad
coverage (column 3). These three estimates are not statistically different from each other, strongly
suggesting that our results are not driven by sampling bias in the recording of father-son links.
Finally, we perform a counterfactual exercise to gauge how nepotism may have impacted scientific production in our sample of fathers and sons in academia. We simulate our model with
the estimated parameters and replace nepotic scholars—that is, sons who would not have become
scholars under the same criteria as outsides—with average potential scholars. This would increase
by 23 percent the scientific output of the average scholar in our simulated economy.
Human capital transmission. We estimate an intergenerational elasticity of human capital,
β, of 0.63 among fathers and sons in academia. This implies that sons inherited 63 percent of their
father’s human capital. As before, columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 show that this estimate is very similar
and not statistically different when we restrict the data to sources with complete coverage (0.56)
and sources with complete and broad coverage (0.62).32
Our estimate of β is larger than the parent-child correlation in publications, supporting Clark’s
hypothesis that underlying endowments transmitted across generations (in this case, human capital) are more persistent than suggested by parent-child correlations in outcomes (Clark 2015). That
said, our estimate is smaller than those based on average outcomes across rare surname groups,
which cluster around 0.75. It is also at the bottom of the range of estimates using multi-generation
correlations (e.g., Braun and Stuhler 2018) and the informational content of surnames (e.g., Güell,
Rodríguez Mora, and Telmer 2015). All these methods address the measurement error bias in
parent-child correlations, but ignore selection in the form of nepotism. Hence, our different results may reflect the importance of addressing selection in the form of nepotism. That said, our
lower elasticities could also be specific to our setting. In particular, we are estimating an elasticity
for a specific group, fathers and sons in academia, while some of the literature estimates cited above
correspond to population elasticities.
To evaluate if our different estimate stems from addressing selection in the form of nepotism or
from the specifics of our setting, we use our data on father-son scholars to estimate intergenerational
32 Solon

(1989) shows that sampling bias tends to attenuate intergenerational elasticities. Our estimates are lowest
for data with complete coverage, strongly suggesting that our sources do not selectively report father-son links.
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Table 3: Identified parameters.
Complete
coverage
[2]

All
[1]
IGE human capital
Nepotism, %
Mean human capital
SD human capital
SD publications’ shock
Threshold publications

β
γ
µh
σh
σe
κ

0.63
18.8
1.72
3.88
0.35
1.97

(0.04)
(1.68)
(0.43)
(0.18)
(0.20)
(0.11)

0.56
15.7
2.54
3.66
0.20
1.96

(0.05)
(2.36)
(0.40)
(0.22)
(0.14)
(0.17)

Complete and
broad coverage
[3]
0.62
18.5
1.80
3.86
0.34
1.95

(0.05)
(1.80)
(0.41)
(0.19)
(0.14)
(0.13)

Notes: SE in parenthesis from 200 bootstrapped samples with replacement; degrees of overidentification: 6

elasticities using standard methods in the literature. First, we estimate a standard log-log elasticity:
yi,t+1 = b yi,t + ei,t+1 ,

(11)

where y is an outcome for fathers, t, and sons, t + 1 (here, the logarithm of 1 + the number of
publications). Second, we estimate rank-rank slopes as proposed by Chetty et al. (2014). To do so,
we rank scholars’ sons based on their publications relative to other scholars’ sons in the same 50-year
birth cohort. We then rank scholars’ fathers based on their publications relative to other scholars’
fathers with sons in these 50-year birth cohorts. We estimate the rank-rank slope by regressing the
son’s percentile-rank in publications on their father’s percentile-rank in publications.
Table 4 presents the results. We find a log-log elasticity, b̂, of 0.47. This implies that a 1% increase in a father’s publications is associated with a 0.47% increase in his son’s publications.33 The
log-log elasticity for fathers and sons with at least one publication, that is, the elasticity in the intensive margin, is bI = 0.32. The rank-rank slope estimates are very similar: ρPR = 0.50 for all
scholars and of ρPR,I = 0.36 for fathers and sons with at least one publication. In comparison,
our model’s β-estimate is larger than both the log-log elasticities and the rank-rank slopes estimated
with our data.34 This suggests that our larger intergenerational elasticity estimates do not only stem
from the specifics of our setting, but also reflect methodological differences. Specifically, they reflect that the measurement error in father-son log-log elasticities and rank-rank slopes can attenuate
intergenerational estimates.
Third, we estimate multiple-generations methods that are standard in the literature. Specifically, we consider the multiple-generations method proposed by Braun and Stuhler (2018) to address measurement error. Consider a Markov process as in equation (2), where the endowments
transmitted across generations, h, are not observed and are normally distributed with a mean µh and
a variance σh2 . As in our setting, these unobserved endowments are transformed into observable out33 In

terms of magnitude, this estimate for the father-son elasticity of publications in academia is similar to Braun
and Stuhler (2018)’s population estimates for the elasticity of education attainment in Germany.
34 A means t-test rejects the null that our model’s β is the same as the estimates b̂, b̂ , ρ , and ρ
I PR
PR,I .
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Table 4: Intergenerational elasticites amongs scholars, different methods.
method
Log-log elasticity, all
Rank-rank slope, all
Log-log elasticity, intensive margin
Rank-rank slope, intensive margin
Multiple-generations’ ratio
Multiple-generations’ ratio
Model’s β

b̂
ρPR
b̂I
ρPR,I
β̂
β̂A
β

value

s.e.

0.47
0.50
0.32
0.36
0.87
0.76
0.63

0.019
0.022
0.028
0.029
0.078
0.072
0.042

N
1,748
1,748
887
887
210
210
1,748

reference
Equation (11)
Chetty et al. (2014)
Equation (11)
Chetty et al. (2014)
Braun and Stuhler (2018)
Braun and Stuhler (2018)
-

Notes: The sample are 1,748 scholars and their fathers. In rows 3 and 4, this is restricted to 887 families in which
both father and son have at least one publication. Rank-rank elasticities estimated from equation (11) using a
scholar’s percentile-rank in publications within 50-year birth cohorts instead of his log-publications. In rows 5
and 6, the sample are 210 scholars (G3), their fathers (G2), and grandfathers (G1); β̂ = bG1−G3 / bG2−G3 and

β̂A = bG1−G3 / average bG1−G2 , bG2−G3 , where bGi−Gj = cov(yGi , yGj ) / var(yGi ) is the elasticity of publications
between generations Gi and Gj. Bootstrapped standard errors.

comes y with measurement error. That is, yi,t = hi,t + εi,t , where εi,t+1 is an independent noise term
with a standard deviation of σε .35 Differently from us, they do not consider selection in the form
of nepotism (equation 3). Under their framework, the elasticity in outcomes across
 n generations


is βn θ, where β is the intergenerational transmission of endowments and θ = σh2 / σh2 + σε2 is the
measurement error bias. As θ < 1, this is an attenuation bias. To correct for it and identify β, they
use the ratio between the grandfather-grandson elasticity (β2 θ) and the father-son elasticity (βθ).
Table 4 presents estimates for this ratio using our sample of 171 families with three generations.
These families contain 210 scholars (generation 3) with their fathers (generation 2) and one of their
grandfathers (generation 1) in academia.36 We report estimates of β̂, the ratio of the elasticity between generations 1 and 3 to the elasticity between generations 2 and 3. We also report βˆA , the ratio
of the elasticity between generations 1 and 3 to the average elasticity between generations 2 and 3
and generations 1 and 2. These methods yield a β between 0.76 and 0.87, a substantially larger value
than our model-based β and close to the estimates of Clark (2015). This suggests that in empirical
applications where selection is relevant, the multiple-generation methods in the literature can provide upward-biased β-estimates.
Other parameters. Table 3 shows that the human capital distribution among potential scholars has a mean of µh = 1.72 and a standard deviation of σh = 3.88. This implies that the average potential scholar can become a scholar, but not those with human capital one standard deviation lower than the mean—unless their father is a scholar. Using stationarity conditions (6) and
(7), we pin down the mean and standard deviation of the random ability shock to human capital:
35 This is akin to our equations (4) and (5) but ignoring measurement error on the extensive margin, i.e., κ

= 0.

36 The number of observations is larger than the number of families because some families consist of more than three

generations and some families contain brothers.
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Table 5: Simulated and empirical moments.
Model w/o Baseline
nepotism
model
Father-son correlation, intensive margin
Father-son with zero publications
Grandfather-grandson correlation, intensive margin
Fathers with zero publications
Sons with zero publications
Fathers median
Sons median
Fathers 75th percentile
Sons 75th percentile
Fathers 95th percentile
Sons 95th percentile
Fathers mean
Sons mean

0.34
0.21
0.21
0.36
0.36
4.35
4.34
5.93
5.93
8.24
8.18
3.67
3.65

0.37
0.17
0.19
0.29
0.38
3.38
2.97
5.48
5.36
8.84
8.77
3.53
3.18

Data
0.37
0.22
0.22
0.29
0.38
3.92
2.83
6.68
5.74
8.66
7.85
3.92
3.07

µu = 0.63 and σu = 3.01. We also find an imperfect relation between human capital and the production of ideas: The shock affecting how scholar’s human capital transforms into publications,
ϵ, has a standard deviation of σe = 0.35. We also estimate a high κ = 1.97, implying that a scholar
who published 3 works may have no library holdings today. In other words, our estimation does
not impose a zero human capital (or nepotism) to scholars with no library holdings, but allows the
possibility that his publications may have been lost and are not held in modern libraries.
Model fit. Table 5 compares the empirical moments to those simulated by our model. We reproduce the high correlation of publications between fathers and sons and between grandfathers
and grandsons (Fact 1), as well as the empirical observation that the grandfather-grandson correlation is larger than predicted by iterating the two-generation correlation. We also reproduce the
differences between the marginal publications distribution of the set of fathers and sons, especially
at the bottom of the distribution (Fact 2). In addition, we show that nepotism is crucial to reproduce these distributional differences. We estimate an alternative model with γ = 0, that is, where
scholars’ sons and outsiders are selected into academia under the same criteria. In this alternative
model, the only force that can generate distributional differences is mean reversion—since scholars
are at the top of the human capital distribution, reversion to the mean will worsen the sons’ publications relative to that of their fathers. This effect should be larger for top scholars’ sons than for
average scholars’ sons. Consistently, the model without nepotism reproduces some distributional
differences in the 50th to 95th percentile. That said, it fails to match Fact 2, as the proportion of
zero publications are not larger for sons than for fathers. In other words, the observed distributional differences are hard to reconcile with a model of pure mean reversion (Becker and Tomes
1979, 1986), where persistence is explained with human capital transfers but not with the transfer
of social connections which can lead to nepotism.37
37 See Appendix D for a detailed discussion of our model’s fit.
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5.3

Results over time

This section studies the evolution of nepotism and the intergenerational elasticity of human capital between 1088 and 1800. Were periods of rapid scientific advancement associated with a decline
in nepotism, and hence, a better allocation of talent in academia? How important was the knowledge transmitted from parents to children during these periods? To answer these questions, we
narrow our focus to the two proclaimed roots of all modern technological advances: the Scientific
Revolution (Wootton 2015) and the Enlightenment (Mokyr 2009).
We divide our families of scholars into four periods based on the father’s reference date. We
use standard dates marking the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment: (i) before 1543, when
Copernicus published De revolutionibus orbium coelestium; (ii) 1543–1632, the beginning of the
Scientific Revolution, which focused on recovering the ancients’ knowledge; (iii) 1632–1687, the
Scientific Revolution, from Galileo’s Dialogue to Newton’s 1687 Principia; and (iv) 1687–1800,
the age of Enlightenment.
Appendix Figures E.9 and E.10 show QQ-plots for the marginal publications distribution in
each historical period. The distribution for the set of fathers always first-order stochastically dominates that of scholars’ sons. That said, differences are smaller in the Scientific Revolution and almost
disappear in the Enlightenment. This suggests that, in later periods, the underlying human capital
endowments determining publications were similar for fathers and sons selected into academia.
Our results show that these patterns emerged due to a decline in nepotism. Table 6 presents
estimates of our model for each period separately.38 Before 1543, forty-six percent of the sons of
scholars would not have become scholars under the same selection criteria as their fathers. This
is reduced to 19.9 percent during the Scientific Revolution and to only only 4.3 percent during
the Enlightenment. These percentages are precisely estimated and significantly different from each
other: a Clogg, Petkova, and Haritou (1995)’s z-test rejects the null hypothesis of no difference in
nepotism between the period before 1543, the Scientific Revolution, and the Enlightenment. In
addition, the γ-estimate for the Enlightenment is not significantly different from zero. In other
words, in this period sons of scholars in academia were selected meritocratically. The dramatic
differences in nepotism across time likely had large effects on the production of knowledge over
time. To gauge this, we perform a counterfactual exercise where we replace all the nepotic scholars
with average potential scholars. We find that, before 1543, this would increase the output of the
average scholar in our sample by 70%.
The decline of nepotism could be the result of two processes: That existing universities and
academies undertook structural reforms to eliminate nepotism from their hiring decisions; and/or
that new institutions were established under more modern, meritocratic principles. The evidence
supports the latter. In Table 6, we compare families of scholars in institutions established before vs.
after 1543, the start of the Scientific Revolution. We only consider families who were active after 1543
such that both groups are comparable. We find that the percentage of sons hired under nepotism,
38 This relaxes the stationarity assumption in eq. (6) and (7).

We now assume that the human capital of fathers and
sons is drawn from the same distribution within a period, but we allow the distribution to change across periods.
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Table 6: Results over time.
β

γ

µh

σh

σe

κ

N
336

Pre-Scientific Revolution,
1088-1543

0.24

46.1

-0.39

3.16

2.86

2.33

(0.14)

(7.39)

(0.53)

(0.70)

(0.94)

(0.49)

Scientific Revolution (I),
1543-1632

0.63

19.9

1.53

3.93

0.32

1.84

(0.08)

(3.54)

(0.84)

(0.37)

(0.18)

(0.23)

Scientific Revolution (II),
1633-1687

0.6

19.8

1.76

4.05

0.5

1.49

(0.08)

(3.13)

(0.75)

(0.32)

(0.14)

(0.21)

Enlightenment,
1688-1800

0.65

4.3

4.12

2.73

0.26

2.6

(0.10)

(3.43)

(0.54)

(0.48)

(0.42)

(0.44)

Institution established
pre-1543

0.62

18.1

1.79

3.63

0.19

2.11

(0.06)

(3.09)

(0.69)

(0.30)

(0.22)

(0.18)

0.62

8.9

3.62

3.32

0.24

1.73

(0.05)

(2.14)

(0.37)

(0.24)

(0.11)

(0.25)

Institution established
post-1543

362
411
636
695
715

Notes: SE in parenthesis obtained from 200 bootstrapped samples with replacement.

γ, was three times smaller in new institutions than in existing institutions which had been funded
before the Scientific Revolution. Specifically, the percentage of nepotic sons are 18.1 for existing
and 8.9 for new institutions, a difference that is statistically significant.
Altogether, these estimates show that nepotism declined dramatically between 1088 and 1800.
If seen as a witness of a broader downturn in favouritism towards relatives, friends, and acquaintances, the decline in nepotism is complementary with the accumulation of knowledge during the
Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment.
Next, we examine whether the father-son transmission of human capital changed over time. We
find that, during the Scientific Revolution (1543-1632) and the Enlightenment (1715-1789), scholars
inherited human capital endowments from their parents at a higher rate than pre-1543 scholars.
Specifically, our β-estimate ranges from 0.24 before 1543 to 0.65 in 1688–1800, a difference that
is statistically significant. This shows that, for individuals at the upper-tail of the human capital
distribution, the intergenerational transmission of human capital is subject to changes in the environment and is not a universal constant as suggested by Clark’s (2015). That said, our β-estimate is
relatively stable for a period of 450 years, from the start of the Scientific Revolution to 1800.
Interestingly, our estimates show an inverse relationship between nepotism, γ, and human capital transmission, β. In early academia, scholars used their influence to appoint their sons, even
when these had low human capital. With the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment, nepotism faded but father-son pairs did not disappear. The reason is that sons of scholars inherited large
human capital endowments from their parents, giving them a natural advantage over outsiders. In
other words, lineages of scholars became more meritocratic. This suggests that the establishment
of open universities and the emergence of meritocratic lineages in pre-industrial Europe was a stepping stone to the production of new ideas and the accumulation of upper-tail human capital.
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6

Validation and heterogeneity

6.1

Validation using outsider scholars

So far, our analysis has focused on comparing the publications of scholars’ sons and their fathers.
Here we show that our results are consistent with comparisons between scholars’ sons and the universe of outsiders in academia. That is, scholars who did not belong to a family dynasty. To do so,
we use data from de la Croix (2021b) on known scholars in pre-modern Europe together with the
WorldCat catalogue to measure their publications.
Figure 5 shows the log-publications of an average scholar’s son relative to an average outsider
between 1250 and 1800. It is based on the number of library holdings by or about 18,640 scholars
listed in WorldCat.39 Overall, the ratio is always below one, suggesting that scholar’s sons were on
average less productive than outsiders. In detail, the publications of the average son are 85% those of
the average outsiders over 1250–1800. However, the figure also suggests that both groups converged
over time. The publications of scholars’ sons were 80% those of outsider scholars until 1400, and
as low as 60% those of outsider scholars around 1500. In levels, this corresponds to 100-200 fewer
library holdings in modern libraries written by or about the average scholar son than by or about
the average outsider. This pattern reversed slowly with the start of the Scientific Revolution and,
by 1632—when Galileo’s Dialogue was published, the average scholar’s son published as much as
the average outsider. During most of the Enlightenment (1687–1800) we observe no differences
between the scientific output of scholars’ sons and outsiders.
This evidence is consistent with our main result that families of scholars became more meritocratic over time, and that this process started around the Scientific Revolution. In detail, the fact
that scholars’ sons underperformed relative to outsiders early on is consistent with our finding of
a high incidence of nepotism before 1543. This allowed sons to use their father’s connections and
enter academia even if their human capital endowments were low. In turn, the fact that the publications of scholars’ sons and outsiders converged during the Scientific Revolution, and that differences disappeared during the Enlightenment, is consistent with our finding that nepotism faded
during these periods of scientific advancement. However, family dynasties remained in academia
because human capital was transferred from parents to children with a high elasticity of 0.6-0.65.
Finally, this exercise highlights some of the empirical challenges associated with disentangling
nepotism from inherited human capital. Comparisons between scholars’ sons and outsiders are
informative of general trends in academia. However, they conflate the negative effect of nepotism
with the positive effect of human capital transfers from fathers to sons. To disentangle them and
quantify their relative importance over time, it is crucial to observe father-son links, infer the father’s
human capital endowments, and the elasticity at which these are transferred to their sons. In most
empirical settings, there is no information about the parents of outsiders, their occupations (here,
outside academia), or human-capital proxies comparable across occupations (here, a measure akin
to publications in other occupations). Without this information, it is virtually impossible to esti39 We exclude the set of scholars’ fathers from the outsider group and outliers (99-percentile) from both groups.
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Figure 5: Publications of sons of scholars relative to outsiders over time
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Notes: The sample is 18,640 scholars from institutions with complete and broad coverage who are
listed in Worldcat. The figure shows the ratio of the library holdings of the average son (in logs) to
the library holdings of the average outsider (in logs) over time. Trends are based on a 50-years moving
average (100-years moving average before 1400). We exclude outliers (99-percentile) for both groups.

mate the inherited human capital endowments of outsiders and its importance relative to nepotism
in explaining differences in publications with scholars’ sons. We overcome these issues by comparing scholars’ sons and fathers, and validate our results with the descriptive comparison between
outsiders and scholars’ sons shown here.

6.2

Validation using families at different universities

In this section we perform a validation test on an alternative sample where, ex ante, we expect no
nepotism: fathers and sons at different institutions. Social connections may be more important for
obtaining a job where one’s father is employed than in a different university or academy. Hence,
sons appointed at a different institution than their father were more likely to be hired meritocratically. We estimate our model for an alternative sample of 485 scholars who were appointed to at least
one different university or scientific academy than their fathers. Sixty-two percent of these fatherson pairs are also in the baseline sample—that is, they held positions in the same and in different
institutions. The remaining 38 percent are for fathers and sons who were never in the same institution. Since we expect these father-son pairs to be meritocratic, a large estimate for our nepotism
parameter would falsify our identification strategy. It would suggest that our nepotism parameter reflects sampling issues in our data or that it captures other elements of the university’s hiring
process—e.g., information frictions affecting scholars’ sons and outsiders differently. Similarly, a
large nepotism estimate would suggest that broader trends outside academia—to which both our
baseline and validation sample are exposed—are important for our results over time.
Table 7 provides the empirical moments and the estimates for this alternative sample. As expected, fathers and sons appointed to different institutions have a better publication record: the
share with zero publications is lower, and the mean, median, 75th and 95th percentile are higher
than for fathers and sons in our baseline sample. In addition, the distribution of publications of
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Table 7: Fathers and sons at different universities.

Parameters:

Interg. elasticity human capital
Nepotism magnitude, %
Mean human capital distribution
S.D. human capital distribution
S.D. shock to publications
Threshold observable publications

Data moments: Fathers with zero publications
Sons with zero publications
Median, fathers
Median, sons
75th percentile, fathers
75th percentile, sons
95th percentile, fathers
95th percentile, sons
Mean, fathers
Mean, sons
Father-son correlation†
Father-son with zero publications
Grandfather-grandson correlation†
N

β
γ
µh
σh
σe
κ

Baseline
sample

Different
universities

0.63
18.8
1.72
3.88
0.35
1.97

0.56
0.07
5.71
1.79
1.20
3.19

(0.04)
(1.7)
(0.43)
(0.18)
(0.20)
(0.11)

0.29
0.38
4.30
2.83
6.68
5.74
8.66
7.85
3.92
3.07
0.37
0.22
0.22
1,748

(0.14)
(0.06)
(0.33)
(0.24)
(0.47)
(0.60)

0.15
0.10
5.47
6.27
6.92
7.46
8.69
8.73
4.82
5.53
0.29
0.04
-0.00
485

Notes: † on the intensive margin. SE from 100 bootstrapped samples with replacement.

fathers no longer FOSD that of sons. In fact, for families in different institutions, sons outperform
their fathers. That said, the father-son correlation in publications is similar across samples.
We find that nepotism was negligible in this alternative sample: the parameter γ shows that
only 0.07% of sons appointed to a different institution than their fathers were hired because of
nepotism.40 This estimate is statistically significantly lower for fathers and sons in different vs. in
the same institution. In addition, fathers and sons in different institutions transmitted their human
capital with an elasticity of 0.56, not significantly different than our baseline elasticity (0.63).41
Other than validating our identification strategy, this result is interesting in its own right. It
shows that mobile families of scholars, where fathers and sons worked in different institutions, were
not the result of nepotism. This supports the hypothesis that the establishment of an academic
market with hiring across universities (de la Croix et al. 2020) might have fostered modern, open
universities not subject to nepotism.
40 Note that, by construction, γ

is restricted to non-negative values in this estimation.
for the alternative sample our father-son elasticity estimate overpredicts the grandfather-grandson
correlation in the intensive margin of publications.
41 Admittedly,
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6.3

Heterogeneity

Here we explore heterogeneous effects with respect to universities’ religion, fields of study, whether
sons were appointed during their father’s lifetime, and different types of academic institutions.42
Protestant vs. catholic institutions. The Protestant Reformation is often associated to the
rise of modern science. Merton (1938) argues that Protestant values encouraged the Scientific Revolution because science was seen as proof of God’s influence on the world. Others argue that, in
Catholic countries, the Scientific Revolution was hindered by the Counter-Reformation (Lenski
1963; Landes 1998; Blasutto and De la Croix 2021).43 We contribute to this debate by showing that
differences in the scientific output of Protestant and Catholic universities are associated to differences in nepotism and human capital transfers within the family.
We begin by showing that scholars in our dataset were more productive in Protestant than in
Catholic institutions. To do so, we classify scholars according to the religious affiliation of their
university or academy. We exclude all father-son pairs before 1527—when the first Protestant university, Marburg, was created. Figure 6 shows that the percentage of scholars with zero publications
was 14% in Protestant institutions and 54% in Catholic institutions. Conditional on having at least
one publication, the average scholar had three times more publications in a Protestant institution
than in a Catholic institution (320 vs 98 in levels). At the upper-tail of scientific production, there is
a larger frequency of scholars with more than 1,000 library holdings (more than 7 log-publications)
in Protestant institutions.
The larger scientific output in Protestant institutions is associated with a smaller prevalence of
nepotism. Table 8, Panel A shows the estimated model’s parameters for Protestant and Catholic
institutions separately. In Catholic institutions, 29.5% scholar’s sons were a by-product of nepotism; they would not have been selected into academia under the same criterium as their fathers.
In contrast, in Protestant universities we only identify 5.3% of scholars’ sons as nepotic. These percentages are precisely estimated, and the z-test of Clogg, Petkova, and Haritou (1995) rejects the
null hypothesis that our nepotism measure, γ, is equal in Catholic and Protestant institutions (see
row 3 of Panel A). We also find that β was 26 ppts larger in Catholic institutions, a difference that is
statistically different from zero. In other words, Catholic institutions were more nepotic and relied
more on the transmission of knowledge from fathers to sons in academia.
We find that differences in nepotism account for 13.8% of the Protestant-Catholic gap in publications in our data. Specifically, we perform a counterfactual exercise where we replace nepotic
scholars with average potential scholars. This increases the publications of the average scholar by
42% in Catholic and by 6% in Protestant institutions. While the observed Protestant-Catholic gap
in the son’s mean log-publications is 2.9, in this counterfactual scenario with no nepotism the gap
is 2.5, which corresponds to a 13.8% reduction.
42 All QQ plots for these differences are shown in Appendix Figures E.11 to E.14.

43 Lenski (p. 176) argued that “[i]n the centuries before the Reformation, southern Europe was a centre of learning

and intellectual inquiry [...] The Protestant Reformation ... gave a big boost to literacy, spawned dissents and heresies,
and promoted the scepticism and refusal of authority that is at the heart of the scientific endeavour. The Catholic
countries, instead of meeting the challenge, responded by closure and censure.”
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Figure 6: Publications, by institution’s religious affiliation.
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Notes: The sample are 2,205 scholars who (1) were nominated after 1527 and (2) belong to a scholar’s lineage. Logpublications are the log of 1 + library holdings by or about each author.

Note that many theology scholars were priests or pastors who could only be succeeded by their
sons in Protestant institutions. In addition, nepotism was low in theology because appointments
often required the approval of external Church authorities. We rule out that Protestant institutions
appear more meritocratic because of this composition effect. To do so, we exclude theology scholars
from the analysis (see row 4 of Panel A). The estimated percentage of nepotic sons, γ, is unchanged
in Protestant institutions (4.7 vs. 5.3), and remains statistically different from the corresponding
nepotism estimate in Catholic institutions (see row 5 of Panel A).
Altogether, these results suggest that nepotism and inherited human capital were relevant factors behind the decline of Catholic universities after the Protestant Reformation. The dissemination of knowledge in Catholic universities relied heavily on the transmission of knowledge within
families. As argued by Greif (2006) and de la Croix, Doepke, and Mokyr (2018), this can lead to
distortions ultimately affecting the production of ideas. In addition, nepotism was considerably
smaller in Protestant institutions. This improved the allocation of talent, and hence, contributed
to the advancement of science and the accumulation of upper-tail human capital.
Field of study. Next, we examine heterogeneity across fields of study. This is motivated because different types of upper-tail human capital can have different economic implications. For
example, Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1991) and Maloney and Valencia Caicedo (2017) emphasize
the importance of engineers for modern development. In medieval Europe, university training in
Roman law helped to establish markets during the Commercial Revolution (Cantoni and Yuchtman 2014). During the Scientific Revolution, research and teaching in science gained importance
relative to philosophy, music, and history.44
44 Some faculties of arts, however, missed on fields such as cartography and astronomy.

nicus, Kepler, or Galileo to quit their universities (Pedersen 1996).
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This led scientists like Coper-
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0.68 (0.05)
0.56 (0.07)
[0.16]
0.54 (0.06)
0.71 (0.06)
[0.05]
0.67 (0.04)
0.58 (0.09)
[0.36]

Father-son in same field
Father-son in different field
Difference p-value

C. Son appointment date
After father’s death
Before father’s death
Difference p-value

D. Universities vs. Academies
Universities
Academies
Difference p-value

2.2 (0.5)
3.5 (0.6)

2.7 (0.4)
1.1 (0.8)

0.9 (0.7)
3.1 (0.6)

(0.3)
(0.8)
(0.5)
(0.8)

(0.8)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.4)

3.7 (0.2)
3.4 (0.5)

3.5 (0.2)
4.3 (0.3)

4.2 (0.3)
3.4 (0.4)

3.7
3.8
3.2
3.7

2.9 (0.3)

4.5 (0.3)

-1.0
1.6
3.9
3.1

3.7 (0.4)
3.0 (0.2)

σh

-1.0 (0.3)
4.5 (0.2)

µh

(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.1)

0.4 (0.1)
0.2 (0.3)

0.3 (0.1)
0.4 (0.2)

0.3 (0.2)
0.3 (0.2)

0.9
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.4 (0.2)

0.5 (0.3)
0.2 (0.1)

σe

Other model parameters:

(0.5)
(0.2)
(0.4)
(0.3)

1.8 (0.2)
2.1 (0.4)

1.7 (0.2)
1.5 (0.2)

1.9 (0.1)
1.9 (0.4)

2.2
2.0
1.2
1.3

1.6 (0.3)

1.9 (0.3)
1.5 (0.3)

κ

985
427

704
733

1,295
453

436
504
240
279

596

629
811

N

Notes: Standard errors in parenthesis from 200 bootstrapped samples with replacement; P-values in brackets from Clogg, Petkova, and Haritou
(1995)’s z-test on null hypothesis of no differences in β or nepotism.

15.3 (2.2)
10.1 (3.9)
[0.24]

14.8 (2.5)
19.9 (2.0)
[0.11]

22.0 (2.1)
12.2 (3.8)
[0.03]

(3.8)
(3.8)
(3.0)
(3.4)

31.4
19.8
8.0
12.2

0.70
0.60
0.52
0.63

B. Father’s ﬁeld of study
Lawyer
Physician
Theologian
Scientist
(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.08)

29.5 (2.7)
5.3 (1.6)
[0.00]
4.7 (2.1)
[0.00]

γ

A. University religion, post-1527
Catholic
0.73 (0.04)
Protestant
0.47 (0.05)
Difference p-value
[0.00]
Protestant without theology 0.46 (0.07)
Difference p-value
[0.00]

β

Intergen.
HC elasticity Nepotism, %

Table 8: Heterogeneity.

Table 8, Panel B presents separate estimates for four fields of study: science (arts), law (canon
and Roman law), medicine (including pharmacy and surgery), and theology.45 Father-son pairs are
sorted into fields according to the father’s field. Our estimates show that nepotism was most prevalent in law faculties and among physicians: 31% of law scholars’ sons and 20% of physicians’ sons
became scholars thanks to nepotism. This is in line with Lentz and Laband (1989), Mocetti (2016),
and Raitano and Vona (2018), who find high levels of nepotism for modern lawyers, pharmacists,
and doctors. Differently, only 12% of scientists’ sons were nepotic scholars, suggesting that applied
sciences were more open to newcomers. Finally, nepotism was low in theology. This reflects the fact
that such appointments often required approval by Church authorities, and hence, universities had
less discretion in filling this positions. Although splitting the data by field of study reduces sample
sizes, our nepotism estimates are precise, and the differences between, e.g., lawyers and scientists
are statistically significant.
Next, we compare sons who followed their father’s footsteps in the same field of study with sons
who published or taught in a different field than their fathers.46 This exercise is interesting in two
respects: First, one would expect sons in the same field to be less meritocratic—a son’s inherited
social connections may be more important for obtaining a job in the same faculty as his father.
Second, comparing these two types of families allows us to separate the transmission of general
human capital from the transmission of human capital specific to the father’s field of study.
Table 8 presents the results. Families with fathers and sons in the same field were less meritocratic: 22% of scholars’ sons became scholars in their father’s field because of nepotism; almost
twice the percentage of nepotism for fathers and sons in different fields. This difference is statistically significant. We also find a stronger transmission of human capital from fathers to sons in the
same field, although this difference is not statistically significant. This, together with the fact that
human capital was strongly inherited by sons in a different field than their parents, highlights the
importance of general upper-tail human capital in our setting.
Finally, this finding adds credence to our identification strategy. It shows that the negative relation between nepotism, γ, and inherited human capital, β, over time is not an artificial by-product
of our model or our estimation strategy. In settings where we expect both high transmission of human capital and high nepotism—such as among fathers and sons in the same field—our estimates
for γ and β are positively related.
Nomination before vs. after father’s death. Nepotism can take two forms: One the one
hand, fathers may use their social connections to nominate their sons to a chair. On the other hand,
scholars may secure university chairs as part of their family’s assets such that chairs are inherited by
sons upon their father’s death. We distinguish these two expressions of nepotism by estimating
our model for father-son pairs in which the son was nominated before vs. after his father’s death.
Table 8, Panel C shows that 19.91% of sons nominated during their father’s lifetime were nepotic
scholars. Alternatively, we find nepotism in 14.79% of sons nominated after their father’s death.
45 We omit other fields belonging to the faculty of arts, e.g., Hebrew, Philosophy, and Rhetoric.
46 For fathers and sons in multiple fields, we consider them in the same field if at least one fields of study coincided.
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That said, the z-test of Clogg, Petkova, and Haritou (1995) cannot reject the null hypothesis of no
difference with a p-value of 0.11. This suggests that, in our setting, nepotism is characterized both
by fathers using their social connections to nominate their sons and by fathers passing down their
chairs as part of the inheritance.
Universities vs. academies. We explore heterogeneity between universities and academies;
two types of academic institutions associated with different quality levels, especially after the Scientific Revolution. For example, Manuel (1968) described Cambridge as “an intellectual desert, in
which a solitary man [Newton] constructed a system of the world.” Concomitantly, many scholars
joined the academies created during the Scientific Revolution, e.g., Royal Society of London (1662),
Académie des Sciences (1666), and the Leopoldina (1677). These academies formalized the Republic of Letters and were an engine of cultural change (Mokyr 2016). Table 8, Panel D compares families of scholars in universities vs. academies after 1543, the start of the Scientific Revolution. Our
findings do not support the negative views about universities: both the father-son transmission of
human capital (β) and the percentage of nepotism (γ) are not statistically different in universities
vs. academies. Altogether, this suggests that nepotism declined after the Scientific Revolution as a
result of the establishment of new academies, but also in newly established universities.

7

Robustness

We perform several robustness checks. This section briefly describes them; the detailed results are
available in the Appendix.
Stationarity. Our estimation assumes that the human capital of fathers and sons in the population of potential scholars is drawn from the same distribution. This stationarity assumption is
standard in the literature, but its importance to estimate intergenerational elasticities is rarely discussed (Nybom and Stuhler 2019). In Section 5.3, we relax this assumption. Specifically, we assume
that a father and a son who were active in a given historical period draw their human capital from the
same distribution, but we allow the human capital distribution to change across periods. Hence,
we allow publications to exhibit time trends on both the extensive or intensive margin. In addition, Appendix G examines the stationarity assumption further. First, it examines trends among
potential scholars using the de la Croix (2021b) dataset on all known scholars (not only fathers and
sons). The mean and the standard error of publications, our proxy for human capital, are stable
over time, suggesting a stationary human capital distribution. The probability of being listed in
WorldCat changes around 1450, but this break is related to the introduction of the printing press
rather than to changes in the human capital distribution, and is accounted by in our estimation by
the κ parameter (see Section 5.3). Second, the appendix shows that under stationarity our nepotism
estimates are conservative, lower-bound estimates. The reason is that our estimation uses distributional differences to identify nepotism but does not attribute all these differences to it. We allow
for distributional differences to be the result of a second force: mean reversion. That is, that top
scholar’s sons may be “naturally” worse than their fathers, even if no nepotism is involved. In a non35

stationary environment where the human capital distribution improves over time, mean reversion
would explain less of the father-son distributional differences in publications. Hence, under a nonstationary environment, our nepotism estimates would be larger.
Shocks from fat-tailed distributions. In our estimation, we assume that shocks affecting
human capital are drawn from a normal distribution—like most of the literature. An attractive
alternative to normality consists in drawing shocks from fat-tailed distributions, giving higher likelihood to the emergence of geniuses. In Appendix H we re-estimate our model under different distributional assumptions. We show that, although fat tailed distributions for human capital shocks
seem a priori to be appealing, they do not fit the data well, which is very normally distributed after
all. Our nepotism estimates are however robust to assuming fat-tailed shocks, although the estimated intergenerational persistence is not.
Linear human capital transfers. We assume that β is linear, that is, that parents at the top and
bottom of the distribution transmit their endowments at the same rate. This assumption would
be violated, e.g., if successful fathers spent less time with their children, reducing their human capital transfers systematically.47 Appendix I shows evidence supporting our assumption. Specifically,
OLS elasticity estimates are identical to elasticities estimated non-parametrically. The latter allow
elasticities to differ across families with different publication records, and hence, with different human capital endowments.
Publication threshold. To capture measurement error on the extensive margin, our model
considers κ, the minimum number of works to observe a scholar’s publications. Admittedly, this
parameter may differ across scholars. For example, the work of the son of a famous may capture the
attention of publishers more easily—even if it is of lower quality. Appendix J examines whether
this can explain away our results on nepotism. We re-estimate our model allowing the publication
threshold κ to be lower for scholars’ sons. Our estimates are robust.
Measure of publications. Our preferred measure of publications is the total library holdings
by or about each scholar in modern libraries. The reason is that library holdings capture both the
size and the relevance of a scholar’s scientific production today. In Appendix K, we show that
results are robust to using unique works instead of the total library holdings. We re-estimate our
model targeting moments based on this alternative measure. We find a β of 0.61 and that 18.5% of
scholars’ sons were nepotic, almost identical to our baseline results.
Longevity. On average, scholar’s sons in our sample died at age 61.7, six years earlier than their
fathers. Since longevity is important for publications, Appendix L shows that our results are not
driven by this differential longevity. We use OLS and simultaneous-quantile regressions to estimate
the marginal effect of living an additional year on the mean, median, 75th and 95th percentile and
on the proportion of sons with zero publications. We then use these estimates to adjust the distributional moments for the set of sons. The adjusted and baseline moments are very similar. Even after
47 Note

that this would generate father-son distributional differences in publications, especially, at the top of the
distribution. Instead, we identify nepotism mainly from differences at the bottom of the distribution (Section 5).
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accounting for longevity differentials, the fathers’ publications distribution FOSD that of sons, especially at the bottom of the distribution (Fact 2). This strongly suggests that our nepotism and
β-estimates are not driven by differences in longevity.

8

Conclusion

From the Bernoullis to the Eulers, families of scholars have been common in academia since the
foundation of the first university in 1088. In this paper, we have shown that this was the result of
two factors: Initially, scholars’ sons benefited from their fathers’ connections to get jobs at their
fathers’ university. Between 1088 and 1543, one in two scholars’ sons benefited from nepotism.
They became academics even when their underlying human capital was lower than that of marginal
first-generation scholar. After the Scientific Revolution, nepotism faded but families remained in
academia. The reason is that scholars transmitted to their sons a set of underlying endowments,
i.e., human capital, that were crucial to produce scientific knowledge. Our estimates suggest a large
intergenerational elasticity of such endowments, as high as 0.6-0.65.
To disentangle the importance of nepotism vs. inherited human capital endowments, we proposed a new method to characterize intergenerational persistence. Our method exploits two sets
of moments: one standard in the literature—correlations in observed outcomes across multiple
generations—another novel—distributional differences between adjacent generations in the same
occupation. Under a standard Becker and Tomes (1979) model of intergenerational human capital
transmission, a slow rate of reversion to the mean strengthens the correlations across generations
and (should) reduce the distributional differences between fathers and sons. When these distributional differences are larger than predicted by reversion to the mean, it reflects the fact that parents
and children are selected under different criteria, i.e., nepotism. In other words, excess parent-child
distributional differences within a top occupation can be used to identify and to quantify the prevalence of nepotism.
Our results have two important implications for measuring the rate of intergenerational persistence. First, we argue that estimates that bundle the transmission of human capital and social
connections may provide biased estimates of the true rate of intergenerational persistence. The reason is that each of these two elements is associated with a different econometric bias: measurement
error and selection. Our estimate for the transmission of human capital endowments is higher than
estimates ignoring both biases—i.e., parent-child correlations—but in the lower range of estimates
ignoring selection—i.e., multi-generational correlations, group averages, or the informational content of surnames. Specifically, when we omit nepotism, we find large intergenerational human
capital elasticities among scholars, close to the 0.7–0.8 range estimated by Clark (2015). Hence,
failing to account for selection can overstate the true rate of persistence of underlying human capital endowments. This problem is particularly acute in historical studies of social mobility over the
very long run, which typically rely on selected samples.
Second, our proposed method circumvents some of the data requirements that have limited the
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study of intergenerational persistence in historical contexts. By modelling selection explicitly, our
method only requires data from a well-defined universe, for example, a top occupation. Historical
data of such occupations, e.g., scholars, artisans, artists, or government officers, is more common
than the census-type evidence required by some of the alternative methods in the literature (Güell,
Rodríguez Mora, and Telmer 2015, Lindahl et al. 2015, Braun and Stuhler 2018, Collado, OrtunoOrtin, and Stuhler 2018). In addition, we build a novel dataset with direct links across generations
over 1088–1800. This allows us to overcome the empirical challenges associated with using surname
pseudo-links to estimate intergenerational elasticities over centuries Clark (2015). Finally, relative
to the literature examining the concentration of certain families in top occupations, our approach
allows us to estimate nepotism across time and space, beyond the specific settings where a natural
experiment is available.
Finally, this paper sheds new light on the production of upper-tail human capital and its importance for pre-industrial Europe’s take-off (Cantoni and Yuchtman 2014, Mokyr 2002, 2016,
Squicciarini and Voigtländer 2015, de la Croix, Doepke, and Mokyr 2018). We find that the transmission of human capital within the family and nepotism follow an inverse relationship over time.
Periods of advancement in sciences, like the Scientific Revolution or the Enlightenment, are associated with less nepotism in universities and scientific academies. In contrast, nepotism is prevalent
in periods of stagnation and in Catholic institutions that fell behind in the production of scientific
knowledge. Although nepotism only concerns fathers and sons, it is likely to reflect other forms of
favouritism towards relatives, friends, and acquaintances. Hence, the high levels of nepotism might
reflect broader inefficiencies and talent misallocation in early academia. Altogether, our evidence
suggests that during the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment some of these inefficiencies
were removed and that the resulting modern, open universities contributed to Europe’s scientific
advancements. The extent to which these changes explain Europe’s rise to riches is an intriguing
question for future research.
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